
WHAT ARE MAJOR PROBLEMS BEING FACED BY EASTERN GEAR

our class meets on Monday, August 3. Question: 1 What are the major problems being faced by Eastern Gear? There
are many issues present in Eastern Gear.

Their order entry is inefficient; the tolerance on products is not firm. What are the major problems being faced
by Eastern Gear? After the order is received, one copy is sent to the production supervisor, Joe Irvine, and the
second copy is sent to Sam Smith, the controller. The typical order spends 90 percent of its time waiting in
line for a machine to become available. The layout of their shop is set up to make mistakes and increased lead
time has resulted in the need for an expeditor. Although lower prices were accepted on these orders, they
helped pay the overhead. Over the past year 40 different types of steel and brass alloys have been used as raw
materials. As a result it takes a relatively long time 4 weeks for an order to make its way through the shop. It is
this specialization method that allows Eastern Gear to differentiate itself from other manufacturers and create
product designs unique to the buyer. Mr Rhodes handles contacts with some of the large customers, arranges
the financing needed by the company and sits in on the weekly production meeting. Recently the president of
Eastern Gear decided to accept a few larger orders for gears or more. First, Rhodes needs to stop accepting
large orders at discounted prices to help cover overhead, doing this will not cover overhead and should only be
done if the company is facing bankruptcy. The Students can communicate with our online assignment tutors
using voice, video and an interactive white board. After receipt of the raw materials, the order is rushed
through production in 4 days. Although sales are rapidly increasing, a recent market survey has indicated that
sales can be expanded even more in the next few years. Twenty percent of the orders have rush tags on them.
In the past the production process for most gears has taken about 2 weeks after receipt of raw materials. What
are there performance objectives? Our Web : www. The customer order is then routed through the shop along
with the materials. The production order of the gears does not match the layout of the factory floor. Its
objectives are to negotiate prices with customers, customize products and deliver the finished goods to the
customer in a timely fashion and satisfactory manner. Next, the gear may be sent to heat treating if this
operation is required by the customer.


